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HUMANDEVELOPMENTt

Human Development: Means and Ends
By PAUL STREETEN*

"So act as to treat humanity,whether in
thine own person or in that of any other, in
every case as an end, never as means only."
So wrote ImmanuelKant in his Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals.

This is not a very clear guideline. We certainly have to use others as means, and do
so all the time. How else would we get our
mail delivered, our food cooked, our cars
serviced,our articles published?The whole
division of labor is based on using other
human beings as means. But Kant said
Ccneveras means only." This may be regarded as too minimala requirement.If we
occasionallynod and smile at our exploited
slave, does that fulfillthe conditionof treating him not as means only? Still, in spite of
the imprecision,we know what Kant was
drivingat. It might serve as the motto for
those concernedwith humandevelopment.
Human developmentputs people back at
center stage, after decades in which a maze
of technicalconcepts had obscuredthis fundamental vision. This is not to say that
technicalanalysisshouldbe abandoned.Far
from it. But we should never lose sight of
the ultimate purpose of the exercise, to
treat men and women as ends, to improve
the human condition, to enlarge people's
choices.
Human beings are both ends in themselves and means of production.There are
six reasons why we should promote human
developmentand povertyeradication.First,

tDiscussants: Dean Jamison, World Bank; Alex
Shakow, World Bank; Kirit Parikh, Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research; Meghnad Desai,
London School of Economics.
*Consultant to the UNDP, P.O. Box 92, Spencertown, NY 12165.
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and above all, it is an end itself, that needs
no furtherjustification.Second,it is a means
to higher productivity.A well-nourished,
healthy, educated, skilled, alert labor force
is the most importantproductiveasset. This
has been widelyrecognized,thoughit is odd
that Hondas, beer, and television sets are
often accepted without questioningas final
consumptiongoods, while nutrition,education.,and health serviceshave to be justified
on groundsof productivity.
Third, it reduces human reproductivity,
by loweringthe desired family size. This is
generallyregarded as desirable. It is paradoxical that a policy that reduces infant
mortalityand raises health standardsgenerally should lead to lower populationgrowth.
One might think that more survivorsmean
more mouths to feed. But evidence shows
that people try to overinsure themselves
againstinfant deaths and that reducedchild
deaths lead to lower desired family size. It
is true that there is a time lag of about two
decades between falling child mortalityand
lower fertility rates. But other components
of the humandevelopmentstrategy,such as
better and longer educationof girls, pay off
sooner in smallerfamilies.
Fourth, human development is good for
the physicalenvironment.The poor are both
a cause (though not as large a cause as the
rich) and the main victim of environmental
degradation.Deforestation, desertification,
and soil erosion are reduced with poverty
reduction.The impactof populationgrowth
and populationdensity on the environment
is more controversial.The conventionalview
is that it is detrimental. However, recent
research has shown that rapid (though not
accelerating) population growth and high
populationdensity(particularlyif combined
with secure land rights) can be good for
terracing, soil conservation, and forests.
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indicators such as life expectancyor literacy, or by achievementssuch as self-respect,
not easily measured).But these two sets of
indicators are not very closely related. Sri
Lanka with an income per head of $500
enjoys a life expectancyof 71 years, while
Oman, with an income of $6,700, has a life
expectancyof only 66 years.There are many
other similardiscrepancies,even thoughthe
correlation between economic and human
indicatorsis quite high for all countries.
culture.!
A lot of these discrepanciesare, of course,
Fifth, reduced poverty contributes to a
healthycivil society, democracy,and greater due to differentincome distributions.Aversocial stability.China has witnessed a rapid age income per head can conceal great inequalities. But there are other reasons too.
reduction in poverty,while maintainingan
autocracy,but the call for freedom cannot The content and access to social services
varies, particularlyin poor countries and
be suppressedfor long.
Sixth, it has political appeal, for it may different ratios devoted to primaryeducareduce civil disturbancesand increasepolit- tion and basic health services are also important.
ical stability.
Nor is there agreement on policies beLookingat the firsttwo reasons,I will call
those who stress the means or productivity tween human-resourcedevelopers and huaspect, with a strong emphasis on income manitarians.Means have a way of acquiring
the characteristicsof ends to which those
and production, the human-resource develwho sponsoredthe initial ends do not subopers (an extreme form of whom are the
human capitalists who adopt the human- scribe.3 The following seven points of difcapital approach),and I will call those who ference are not based on the unity of logic
but are comparableto the unity of psychostress the end aspect the humanitarians.At
logical traits in differentpersonalities.
first blush, there appears to be a unity of
First, humanitariansare concerned also
interestbetween the human-resourcedevelopers and the humanitarians.Althoughtheir with the unproductive,the lame ducks, and
motives are different, both have the same the unemployables: the old, infirm, discause at heart, and they should embrace abled,and chronicallysick.As SudhirAnand
and Amartya Sen (1993a,b) have pointed
each other for example, when it comes to
out, these people suffer from a double dispromotingeducation. Means are means toward ends, which presumablyare the same advantage:they face greater difficultiesin
ends in both camps. This harmonyof inter- earning income and in converting income
est is reinforcedby the widespread notion into well-being.
There may be a bonus for the community
that "all good things go together."2
This unityof interestswould exist if there lookingafter them, if not for higherproducwere rigid links between economic produc- tivity, at least for reduced reproductivity.If
tion (as measuredby income per head) and parents know that the communitywill care
human development (reflected by human for them if they become disabled or infirm,
an importantcause of the desire for large
families, and particularlymany sons, disappears. This will also reduce the discrimina-

More people in Guinea have meant more,
not fewer trees. In Nepal increasederosion
was the result of depopulation; terraces
could not be maintainedfor lack of people.
In the KakagemaDistrictin Kenyathe density of trees varies with the densityof population. A study of the MachakosDistrict in
Kenya found a fivefold increase in population associated with a shift from a highly
degradingto a much more sustainableagri-

1 am indebted to Robert Chambers (1993) for this
information. His paper also contains a list of sources
on this subject.
2Thus, Jere R. Behrman (1993 p. 1749) writes about
better nutrition among the poorer members of society,
"That productivity and equity concerns are in harmony
is an important plus."

3Some of the differences are due to the fact that
one group attaches end values to what for the other
group are pure means. The humanitarians may attach
such value to participation.
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tion against females, but these benefits are
incidental.
Second, the abilityto convertmeans into
ends, resourcesinto worthwhileor satisfying
activities, varies widely between different
people. Even such a basic good as food
meets the needs of nutritiondifferentlyaccording to the rate of metabolism,the sex,
the age, the workloadof the individual,the
climate, whether an individual female is
pregnantor lactating,and whethershe is ill,
has parasites in her stomach, or needs the
food for other uses than her own consumption, such as entertainmentor ceremonies.
Third, the resource or means approach
lends itself to treatingindividualsas passive
"targets";the approach that sees them as
ends regards them as active, participating
agents. Adherents, of the latter approach
would be more reluctant to talk of "target
groups"for policies and would appeal more
to people's full participation.
Fourth, the content of their educational
curriculum(and health program)is different. One will aim at general education and
learning for its own sake and for understandingthe world, while the other will be
more vocational,aiming at training(including trainingfor flexibility)rather than education.
Fifth, their views on the role of women
will differ, one advocatingaccess to the labor market, the other stressing the nurturing functions: breast-feeding, preparing
meals, and looking after the family.
Those who advocatewomen'sfreedomon
groundsof efficiencywill welcome the benefits for men also, because they are engaged
in a positive-sumgame. On the other hand,
those who are concerned with women's
rights as an end, will advocatepolicies that
reduce the benefits to men and involvesacrificesby them.
Sixth, their sectoral prioritieswill be different, housing being least connected with
raising production, education, most, with
nutrition and health somewhere in the
middle.
Seventh, the constituenciesto which they
appeal for support will also be different.
The human-resourcedevelopers appeal to
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mainstreameconomists,bankers,4including
the World Bank,5 and technocrats;the humanitariansto the churches,NGO's, action
groups,idealists, and moral philosophers.
The approachthat sees nutrition,education, and health as ends in themselvesrather
than means to higherproductivitywill argue
for projects and programs that enhance
these ends, even when conventionallymeasured rates of return on these investments
turn out to be zero. It amountsto standing
the conventionalapproachon its head, or
ratherback on its feet again.
Human development is defined as the
enlargementof the range of choices. Some
basic-needs interpretations have run in
terms of commodity bundles or specific
needs satisfactions.In our book First Things
First (Streeten et al., 1981 pp. 21) we say:
"First, and most important,the basic needs
concept is a reminderthat the objectiveof
the developmenteffort is to provide all human beings with the opportunityfor a full
life. In the past two decades, those concerned with development have sometimes
got lost in the intricacies of means ... and

lost sight of the end. They came near to
being guilty,to borrowa termfrom Marx,of
'commodity fetishism'." "Opportunity"is
near in meaningto Sen's (1984, 1985, 1987)
"capability"(see also Jean Dreze and Sen,
1989).Sen goes beyond the analysisof commodities in terms of their characteristics,
which consumers value, and analyzes the
characteristicsof the consumers;whether
they have the capability to make use of
commodities. We tried hard to get away

4John Maynard Keynes (1931 p. 176) said of bankers
"Lifelong practices . .. make them the most romantic
and least realistic of men." But this does not seem to
apply to this area.
5The World Bank's (1993) World Development Report 1993 on health has the sub-title "Investing in
Health," as if good health had to show economic
returns higher than the cost of capital. What if the
returns to investment in health are zero?
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from "the detached objects people happen
to possess"6and to emphasizethe end: the
opportunityfor people to live full lives.
The item in the United Nations Development Programme's Human Development

Reports (1990, 1991, 1992, 1993) that has
caught the public's eye and caused most
controversy is perhaps analytically the
weakest:it is the human-developmentindex
(HDI). It is clear that the concept of human
developmentis muchdeeper and richerthan
what can be caught in any index or set of
indicators.This is also true of other indicators. But, it mightbe asked,why try to catch
a vector in a single number?
Yet, such indexes are useful in focusing
attentionand simplifyingthe problem.They
have a stronger impact on the mind and
drawpublic attention more powerfullythan
a long list of manyindicatorscombinedwith
a qualitativediscussion.They are eye-catching. The strongestargumentin their favoris
that they show up the inadequaciesof other
indexes, such as GNP, and thereby contribute to an intellectual muscle therapy
that helps us to avoid analyticalcramps.
The human-developmentindex comprises
(i) the logarithmof GDP per head, calculated at the real purchasingpower, not at
exchange rates, up to the international
povertyline (in Reportsafter the 1990 Report this was modified in various ways);
(ii) literacy rates (and, since the 1991 Report, mean years of schooling);and (iii) life
expectancyat birth. These disparate items
are brought to a common denominatorby
countingthe distancebetween the best and
worst performers and thereby achieving a
rankingof countries. Critics have said that
not only are the weights of the three components arbitrary,but also what is excluded
and what is included.
As has been seen, one of the great drawbacks of averageincome per head is that it
is an averagethat can conceal great inequal-

6

Anand and Martin Ravallion (1993 pp. 135-36)
criticize the basic needs approach for being still "firmly
centered on commodity possession."
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ities. But, it may be objected, the components of the human-developmentindex,
namely,life expectancyand literacy,are also
averages.They can conceal vast discrepancies between males and females, rich and
poor, urbanand ruralresidents,or different
ethnic or religious groups.The HDI has in
fact been disaggregatedby sex, region, and
ethnic groupsfor a few countries.
There are, however, several reasons why
averagesof human indicatorsare less misleading than income per head. First, the
distributionof literacyand life expectancyis
much less skewed than that of income.
There is a maximumof 100-percentliteracy.
In spite of all the achievementsof modern
medicine, the maximum lifespan has not
been extended. For income, on the other
hand, the sky is the limit. A very few very
high income earners can raise the average.
(The median or the mode, were they available, would eliminate some of the distortions.)
Second, therefore,the averageof the human indicatorstells us somethingabout the
distribution.There cannot be high averages
with too many people not participating.
Since the nonpoor have access to public
services before the poor, reductions in infant mortality,and the like are indications
of improvementsfor the poor. For life expectancythe averageis actuallybetter than
a figure corrected for distributionbetween
men and women. This is so because the
potentiallife expectancyof females is longer
than that of males, if we startfrom the same
actual life expectancy(see Anand and Sen,
1993a).
Third,any upwardmove in a humanindicator can be regardedas an improvement.
Some might object if only the literacy of
boys or the life expectancy of men is increased, but unless it can be shown that
such increasesworsen the fate of girls and
women, by, for example,increasingthe ability and desire to oppress, to object would
smack of envy and bitch-in-the-manger
attitudes.
Fourth, whereas high incomes of some
can cause relativedeprivationin others, this
is not true for human indicators. If any-
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thing, the benefits in the health and education of anybodybenefit the whole community.
Fifth, internationalincome gaps, whether
relative or absolute, may be inevitably
widening, but to aim at reducing international gaps in humanindicatorsis both sensible and feasible. In fact, looking at world
development in human terms presents a
more cheerfulpicturethan in income terms.
Sixth,humanindicatorsshow the troubles
of overdevelopmentor, better, "maldevelopment," as well as of underdevelopment.
Diseases of affluence can kill, just as the
diseases of poverty. Income, on the other
hand, does not revealthe destructiveimpact
of wealth.
Seventh, indicators that measure impact
ratherthan inputsdistinguishbetweengoods
and anti-badswhich bring us back to zero:
unnecessaryfood requirementsarisingfrom
unwantedpregnanciesand feeding children
that die; long walks to collect water and
fuel, or to look for work; excess work; or,
for urban dwellers, high housing and transport costs.
Eighth, there is considerablepolitical appeal in a simple indicator that identifies
importantobjectivesand contraststhemwith
other indicators.
A separateindex coversaspectsof human
freedom and human rights, clearly an important aspect of human development-for
life expectancyand literacy could be quite
high in a well-managedprison.Chinashows
remarkable progress on human development, but (so far) without freedom.
Should the freedom index be integrated
with the human developmentindex? There
are some argumentsin favor, but the balance of argumentsis probablyagainst.First,
it might be said that "freedom-from"is so
important (and, opportunity costs apart,
costless) that no trade-off should be possible between its loss and gains in some of the
other indicators.7Secondly,political condi-

7This objection could be mitigated by using a geometrical rather than an arithmetic average. With a zero
weight for freedom, the total index becomes zero,
however high the other components.

tions are much morevolatile than education
and health. Once a mother knows the importance of education for her children, or
of hygiene, this knowledgeis not lost even
when the family'sincome drops. So human
indicatorstend to be fairlystable. There is a
ratchet effect that prevents rapid, large
downwardmoves.Politicalindicators,on the
other hand, can change overnight with a
coup. A third argumentagainst aggregating
freedomwith the positive aspects of human
developmentis that gradingis more subjective and less reliable than measuring life
expectancyor literacy.
Finally,one of the most interestingquestions is how freedom is related to human
developmentmore narrowlyinterpreted,or
how negativeand positive rightsor freedom
are associated.This can be done only if they
are recordedby separate indexes, not components of the same.8 Thus we might formulate a hypothesis that freedom, though
not a necessarycondition of human development,narrowlydefined,is entirelyconsistent with it even at quite low levels; and
that human development, once it has
reached a certain stage, leads inevitablyto
the call for freedom by the people. Here is
a message of hope.
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